
Portal Return Status 
 

NO Status Description 

1. Pending for Submission Return has been issued to taxpayer but not yet submitted, meaning the return is outstanding. 

2. Submitted for Assessment Return is received in the system but not yet assessed by the system. 

3. Revised for Approval Return has been revised by IRD official, and the revised value is pending approval by IRD supervisor 

before posted to the taxpayer account. 

4. Assessed Return has been processed by the system and the results has been posted to the taxpayer account. 

5. Returned for Resubmission Return has been submitted by taxpayer before but it was sent back to taxpayer for correction. 

6. Pending for Cancellation Revised return cancellation is captured by IRD officer and Its pending approval by IRD supervisor. 

(Internal process) 

7. Assessment Pending Confirmation Return has been submitted by taxpayer and System automatically detects missing required information. 

IRD Supervisor will checks and confirm the return missing information and reject or send it back to 

taxpayer for correction. 

8. Assessment on Hold When taxpayer submits a revised return in a short term and the revised return was captured earlier 

than the original return, system holds the assessment of revised return and waits for original return to 

be captured. 



9. Audit in Progress Return is selected for audit and IRD officer is busy auditing/verifying the return information. 

10. Deemed Estimated assessment by IRD 

11. Pending Correction Return has been sent back by IRD Supervisor to IRD officer for correction. (Internal process) 

12. To be Audited Return is selected for audit/verification 

13. Revision Sent Back Return revised internally and submitted for approval but supervisor sent it back to the IRD officer 

(capturer) for correction. 

14. Assessment in Progress Return has been captured by one officer and requires a second capture by another officer for data 

accuracy. (Internal process) 

15. Received Pending Capture Return received in the old system (Taxlive) but not assessed. Taxpayer can resubmit this return on 

portal or wait for internal process to finish. 

16. Missing-to be Resubmitted Return received on the system manually but the physical return to be captured on the system by IRD 

official cannot be found. 

17. On Hold Pending Prior Assessment Return assessment is put on hold because the previous tax year is not assessed. 

18. On Hold Pending Prov Returns Return assessment is put on hold because provisional return(s) for that particular tax year is not 

assessed. 

19. Pending Verification Return is submitted with value/information that requires review/verification process first. 

 


